DATA BREACH RESPONSE

RESECURE

The need for data breach response
The incidence of data security breaches continues to rise. The statistics vary but there is universal agreement that there is an upward
trend. The causes of data breaches can vary from the high profile activities of cyber criminals, hackers and “hacktivists” to the more
mundane, but no less serious events that result from preventable technology accidents and human error.
Whatever the cause of a data security breach, the consequences for the company concerned can be extremely severe:
serious data breaches will invoke the scrutiny of regulators, not only the Information Commissioner’s Office but also industry
regulators, such as the Financial Conduct Authority. The regulatory obligations on businesses which hold personal data are set to
increase significantly when the anticipated EU data protection reform is implemented
there may be liability to numerous data subjects where the breach has given rise to personal loss or damage, particularly where
the lost data can be used for the purpose of identity theft. There may equally be liability to business partners under the terms of
commercial contracts governing the control of data
in the event that a data breach does become public knowledge, which is almost inevitable in the event of a serious breach, the
consequence to a company’s reputation and business can be catastrophic
losses will necessarily be incurred in terms of the cost of identifying and rectifying the breach, and notifying affected parties
data breaches can cause significant business interruption and consequential revenue losses whilst the breach is investigated and
management time and resources are directed to responding to the fallout from the breach.
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In view of the serious business risks presented by a data security breach, it is important that a company is in a position to respond to
and mitigate those risks promptly and effectively.
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Why ReSecure?
ReSecure, through Markel, is an integrated data breach response service. It has been created to provide a “one stop shop” for the full
range of services required to manage, investigate, resolve, and recover from a data security breach. The ReSecure model provides
clients with a flexible solution which can be configured, both in terms of scale and specialism, to suit the circumstances of any
particular breach. With one call ReSecure provides access to a combined team offering data breach management, technical forensic
investigation, legal advice, notification, web and credit monitoring, and public relations services.

Expertise
ReSecure, through Markel, combines the expertise of:
RPC, whose Data Protection Team has a broad range of experience in advising businesses on the collection, use and exploitation
of personal data and on the management of data security incidents
Storm Guidance, specialist cyber risk and cyber incident consultants who provide experienced incident operations coordination,
risk analysis advice and advice in relation to the cleaning of compromised systems and restoration to operational readiness
Blackthorn Technologies, leading digital forensic consultants, whose investigation and data interrogation skills assist to identify
the cause of the data breach, the data compromised, and the data recovery options, while protecting and preserving any forensic
evidence for later analysis
Experian, market leading providers of internet and credit monitoring services and associated call centre response services
Mattison Public Relations, experts in corporate communications and crisis management.
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Breach management
The ReSecure team will advise, assist and guide you through a data breach incident to ensure that:
the incident is contained
any compromised data is identified
notification obligations are assessed
data subjects are notified promptly where appropriate
call centre services are engaged as necessary
credit monitoring and web monitoring are made available where required
regulators are notified and kept informed
systems are returned to normal operation
reputational issues are addressed via the appropriate media
any liability exposures are assessed and response strategies devised.
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Prevention
In order to deal with data security breaches quickly and effectively, recovery plans need to be developed and tested in advance.
Managerial and technical staff need to be aware of their different roles and responsibilities and the steps that need to be taken in the
event of a breach. The ReSecure service also includes advice on data breach prevention and planning to reduce the risk of an incident
and to ensure your readiness to respond should a breach occur.

Call ReSecure
The ReSecure emergency breach response
service may be contacted 24/7
on 0203 060 6800
Non-urgent communications may be sent
by email to resecure@rpc.co.uk

